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Installation
Nervepoint Access Manager uses a wizard process to guide you quickly and easily 
through the installation process, these steps are covered in this article.

Locating the Installation Wizard URL

The first thing you notice when installing 1.2 Beta is the addition of a root password this 
allows you to lockdown your underlying operating system completely and uniquely and 
only and you alone can actually go in and access the root account.

After hitting OK the main VM console will be visible.

So the first thing to do is set a memorable but sufficiently complex password you will rarely 
need this but we do now provide the ability for you to easily access the underlying VM. 
VM console provides all the required functions for managing the VM itself details of which 
can be found here, VM Console UI. 
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The installation wizard is accessible on https:<server-ip> which is shown in the VM 
console when the VM is started in the above example it is shown by the line:
To access the Nervepoint application, use a browser to connect to
http://192.168.0.20
Simply go to the URL to step through the Installation Wizard.

Step 1: Configure the Administrator

The next step requires a secure password for the administrator account. This is the sole 
identity that will be allowed access to the Nervepoint Access Manager administration 
console to manage and configure the server from setting up authentication factors, 
settings security options, updating email notifications and keeping an eye on the system 
through the Dashboard and Idetntities as well as setting up and updating the backend 
connectors such as Active Directory.

The required security rules are visible to the right and any password must conform to this. 
The password can be changed later from within the admin console.

Step 2: Connecting to Primary Connector

Nervepoint Access Manager requires that at least one primary connector is available to 
connect to in the 1.2 release Access Manager now supports AD and any SSH based 
connector: Linux, Ubuntu, Solaris and other Linux variants. In 1.2 Access Manager now 
supports multiple primary and secondary accounts. A basic description of these is as 
follows:

Primary: users can login to Access Manager with an account on this directory but cannot 
link accounts in a primary directory to an account in another primary connector.
Secondary: users can not login to Access Manager with an account in this directory but a 
primary connector can be linked with accounts in secondary directories allowing you to 
manage multiple accounts with just a primary account.

Nervepoint Access Manager will try to auto-discover any SSH or AD servers but if 
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you wish to configure it manually simply select the Configure Manually option. 

NOTE: Active Directory must be configured for SSL communication

 Step 3: Configure Primary Connector

Once discovered Nervepoint Access Manager will pre-populate the settings for your Active 
Directory these should be reviewed and any remaining un-configured items set.
 

Settings:
• Name – a name for the directory this will also be used as part of the logon process 

if more than one connector is configured using the syntax username@name or 
name\username

• Allow service-service Linking – enable this to allow end users to link their account 
in secondary directories to this account. Disable this so its only admin can link an 
account. 

• Domain controller - name of AD domain controller 
• Backup Controller – list of any replica Active Directories that can take the place of 

the main domain controller if there are communication problems
• Domain - domain of AD 
• Service Account Name - name of service account. Account must have 

administrator permissions on the AD. Nervepoint Access Manager will use this 
account to communicate and run any required commands against your AD. 

• Service Account Password - password associated with Service Account Name. 
Additional items can be configured for your AD a basic overview is below but for more 
details refer to the administration article, Directory Settings and Reconciliation:

• Advanced: add or remove OUs 
• Global Catalog: settings required for using AD forests 
• Synchronization: settings for reconciliation 
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Step 4: Testing AD Settings

Nervepoint Access Manager tests the settings you configured to verify permissions and 
account details are correct. If this step fails you can re-enter the settings.
 

Step 5: Self Service Questions

Nervepoint Access Manager requires an initial set of Questions for Q&A authentication 
configuring. A number of defaults are provided and can be changed. 
 

These questions can be amended later and additional questions added from the 
administration portal after installation, refer to this article for more information, 
Authentication Basics.
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Step 6: Mail Server and Enrolment Email Configuration

Nervepoint Access Manager can email all your users automatically right after 
installation informing them to configure their QA authentication profile. Since QA 
authentication is the default authentication factor this means your end users can start 
using the system right away. Selecting the Send mail at end of installation will send 
these emails.

 
Enabling this checkbox opens up the email template editor allowing you to configure the 
email that gets sent. For more information on email templates refer to this article, Email 
Configuration.

Nervepoint Access Manager uses simple mode during the installation process which 
configures a basic postfix email server. Another email server can be configured once 
installation is complete from the administration console, refer to this article for more on 
configuring an email server, Email Configuration.
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Step 7: Setting a Self Signed Certificate

The final step allows you to configure a self signed certificate as halfway point to setting up 
a secure SSL connection using certificates.

Once installed and running in 1.2 beta you can now install a secure SSL certificate from 
within Access Manager itself.

Complete Installation

 The final step is verifying the details you have configured hitting Back allows you to 
re-configure any step.  

Hitting Finish will result in the server being install as per your configuration. Nervepoint 
Access Manager provides a progress report as below.
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Once complete hitting Close results in being redirected to the main Nervepoint Access 
Manager portal.
 

 
You are now ready to start using Nervepoint Access Manager. 
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Account Provisioning
The current 1.2 BETA release introduces the core concept of account provisioning in this 
initial release this covers the provisioning of a new account in a chosen user directory 
whether this is the main AD, another AD or even a Linux or Solaris user directory. Before 
we delve into this a little more the below diagram shows the basic flow of interaction 
between each type of user in an organization and what each is responsible for in regards 
to account provisioning. 
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Create Additional Connectors: SSH Connector 
Directories page is where you can add any additional primary or secondary connectors. 
From the main page select Add new Connector.

In this section we'r going to show how to install a Linux directory server. To add any SSH 
based connector you must have SSH running on the server and root account must be able 
to SSH just as with Active Directory Access Manager requires admin/root access to the 
directory server.

Locate Connector

From the discovery wizard Access Manager should be able to locate your server if not 
simply select Configure Manually then select the SSH Scripts Connector from the 
Connector Type dropdown and press Next.
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Configure Connector

Settings:
• Name: a reference name for the new connector this will be used as part of the 

username when a user is logging in with the format username@Name / 
Name\username so make sure this is something your end users are comfortable 
with

• Usage: whether this is a primary or secondary connector. Primary connector can be 
used to login with but cannot be linked to whereas secondary connectors can be 
linked with accounts in a primary connector allowing for central Identity 
management. By default this will be secondary. NOTE: This value cannot be 
changed later

• Hostname: hostname of server
• Port: this is defaulted to port 22 as the SSH port if yours differs then set it here
• Password or private key: authentication is required for the root user either via a 

password or private key
• Proxy server: if you have a proxy server in between then 
• OS: this defines which operating system your end directory server is running 

currently supported versions are:
• Generic: Linux suitable for most Linux distributions
• Solaris: for Solaris server
• SoalrisNIS: for Solaris running NIS
• SolarosKerberosNIS: for Solaris running Kerberos and NIS to manage user 

account administration
• Custom Script: if your version is not supported you can create your own custom 

script for it
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SolarisKerberosNIS 
The ideal setup for this connector is that your host Solaris machine has both the NIS 
master and Kerberos master/slave on, you will get the full feature set this way. If that is not 
possible you can run a NIS slave and Kerberos master/slave but account creation is not 
supported in this setup.

An additional tab becomes available as shown below allowing you to setup Kerberos:

• Kerberos realm: this is only needed if the kerberos realm is not the same as the 
NIS domain in upper case 

• Kerberos admin: this is required for setting passwords and retrieving account 
details. The account can be one of the following:

• if from a normal ssh client upon logging to ssh as root you can run "kadmin" without 
providing any password, then you do not need to provide anything here. 

• if it does ask for a password and the principal it chooses exists then you can enter 
that principal name and password in the NAM configuration 

• if there is no admin kerberos principal set up then you can set one up specifically for 
NAM. call this something like nam/admin@YOUR.DOMAIN.COM and configure the 
connector to use this. The admin principal can be restricted to a user in the 
kerberos ACL list. 

Finish Installation 

Once the connector has been setup Access Manager will attempt to connect to the server 
if everything went ok you will get a successful message and your directory will be visible 
from the Directories page again as shown below.
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A primary connector is denoted by the * icon against it. The connector settings can be 
changed as before by expanding the Configuration section. 
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Configure Account Provisioning 
In this initial release of 1.2 BETA provisioning covers the idea of creating a user within a 
primary directory. Everything is managed through the concept of Departments. 

A department is a logical division that groups users together and is lead or managed by a 
single manager. In Access Manager every user belongs to a department either a newly 
defined department or the default department associated with each primary connector. 
When upgrading from a 1.1 build all users will fall into the default department.

The basic steps to provision a user are as follows:
1. create a department
2. define connector attribute visibility

Creating a Department

From the Provisioning page the first tab Departments is where a department is created 
and configured. The top half of this page shows all the currently active departments by 
default each new primary connector has a 'Default' department associated with it. 

To create a department select the New Department button. A new department editor pane 
is shown.

 The following information is required:
• Directory: the primary connector an account will be created in
• Name: the name of the department this will be visible when a user goes through 

the account creation request wizard
• Notifications: how the end user creating the account will be notified of the creation 

request and any status updates
• Manager: user responsible for approving or rejecting account creation request if 

omitted this will be the admin only. Adding a user will open an Approval tab in the 
end user's My Account page. 

Once done hit Save to save the department.
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Configuring Attributes

Depending on which connector type has been associated with the department a set of 
attributes will be listed running down the left of the attribute editor screen.

With the new department selected you can now begin configuring attributes for the 
department:
1. Select an attribute from the attribute list
2. The properties of the selected attribute will be shown in the adjacent attribute editor
3. Simply configure the attribute settings to suit your business requirements details on 
attribute settings are detailed below.

Attribute Types

There are two types of attributes in Access Manager:
1. Global Attributes: these are attributes defined under the category Global Attributes and 
are required by Access Manager to administer a user. These cannot be altered other than 
label and tooltips.

2. Connector specific attributes: these are attributes can be edited and are saved on the 
actual directory when creating the user account

Visibility

As can be seen below each configurable attribute has a number of visibility settings these 
affect how the attribute is seen by different class of users.

1. Provisioning/Creation: this controls how an attribute is shown or not during the 
account provisioning/creation process
2. Approval: this controls how an attribute is shown or not during the approving manager 
during the approval or rejection process
3. Self service editing: this controls how an attribute is shown or not by the end user 
themselves from their My Account page after there account has been created.
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Default Values

The image in the previous section showed 3 visibility settings in addition there is a source 
setting which is used to define the default value for an attribute this can either be 
generated by combining other attributes by referencing an attributes Id or a hardcoded 
value set. For example under the AD connector the OU attribute has an Expression for its 
default value which is, ' "CN=Users," + dcFromDn(configurationParameters.getBaseDN())' 
and with the attribute visibility set to Hidden when an account is created the OU field for a 
user will be set to cn=<user-name>,cn=Users,dc=exampledomain,dc=com

By default Access Manager will set common defaults for each Attribute. The best way to 
understand attribute settings is by example:

Read-only by Approving Manager

Category Attribute Provision Visibility Approval Visibility SelfService Visibility Default Value

Account Firstname Hidden Read only Hidden createGivenName

In the above table the Account->Firstname attribute will be hidden during account creation, 
only read only to the approving manager and will be hidden from the end user's My 
Account page. So this is set automatically with a default value that is an expression that 
happens to be an attributeId of 'User name' located under the Global Attribute category. So 
whatever is set on the global attribute 'User name' will be copied into this field and 
eventually into AD as the Firstname.

Read-only Expression

Category Attribute Provision Visibility Approval Visibility SelfService Visibility Default Value

Account User logon name Hidden Read only Hidden givenName + initials 
+ sn

The user logon name that will be set within AD will be made up of several attributes, the 
attribute with the Id's of givenName + initials + sn. These happen to be the Account 
'firstname', 'initials' and 'surname' attributes. This attribute will not be visible during 
creation, nor to the approving manager and nor will it be editable by the end user later 
from their My Account page. 

End User Editing

Below several General attributes have been set to optional for end user editing.

Category Attribute Provision Visibility Approval Visibility SelfService Visibility Default Value

General Office Hidden Hidden Optional

General Description Hidden Hidden Optional

General Telephone Hidden Hidden Optional

General Email Hidden Hidden Optional
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You can see on the My Account page these properties are available for editing by any user 
in that department. 
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Creating a new Account
New accounts can be ordered by the end user through the account creation wizard which 
is initiated by pressing the Account Creation button from the main portal page as shown 
below. This allows an end user to make the request, providing their own data and then 
allowing a manager to review before approving and creating the requested account. 

Approving an account can be found in the Approval section.

This will open the account creation wizard. 

Settings:
• Department: choose the department you are requesting an account in
• Email: provide a contact email address so you can be informed of approval status
• Global Attributes (Basic Requirements): attributes under this tab are required on 

all connectors further details on attributes can be found under the Provisioning 
section

• The remaining tabs hold further attributes as defined by the admin during creation 
of the Department. In the below image you can see an additional General tab which 
has been configured under the provisioning page to be shown. More info can be 
found in the section titled, Provisioning. 
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Setting Password

The final step in the request is setting an initial password that will be assigned to the 
account. The password rules are shown to the right and are based on the connector this 
department is linked to. 

Once done you will receive a notification informing you of the status of your request. The 
request will be sent to the appropriate manager for approval. Once approved or rejected 
the end user will again be informed via email. 
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Approving a New Account Request
Account creation requests appear in the Approvals tab under Provisioning as shown 
below.

If a manager has been assigned as an approver of a department then he will have an 
additional tab as shown below.

Completing Registration

If the administrator has configured the Department to allow editing of user attributes then 
the attributes will be editable. If the admin has set the Provision Visibility on an attribute to 
Required then these attributes will need populating before the account can be created.

As you can see in the image the Telephone number is a required field but not setting this 
the account cannot be provisioned.

Approval/Rejection

To approve the account or reject simply press the appropriate button.

When rejecting an account you will be requested to provide rejection details which will be 
sent to the end user.
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If Delete approval is not selected as part of the notification to the awaiting end user a 
unique URL is provided where they can edit and resubmit their request.
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Managing Identities
Access Manager now supports Identity management through the use of account linking. 
Since 1.2 is capable of supporting multiple user databases accounts between Primary and 
Secondary directories can be joined together. With an account linked an end user can 
manage passwords for multiple accounts from a single identity. 

The diagram below shows the basic steps needed to set up self service Identity 
management in Access Manager by each type of user. 
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Configuring Connector for Self Service Linking
Accounts can only be linked from a primary account to a secondary. To configure an 
account as secondary follow the steps below. 

Configure Self Service Linking

On the primary connector enable self service account linking 

Create a new Connector 

1. Select Add New Connector from the Directories page

2. Locate the new directory and configure its settings

3. Set usage to secondary
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With a secondary connector created it's now up to the end user to link their account. 
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Self Service Account Linking
Accounts can be linked together by either the Admin user or the users themselves. To link 
accounts from the My Account page first go to Account > Other Accounts, from the 
dropdown list select the secondary directory that the user you will link belongs to.

You will need to enter the username and password of the user on the secondary directory.

If the details are entered correctly and the connection to the secondary directory is clear 
then the two accounts will now be linked you can see all linked accounts from the Other 
Accounts page as you can see below this account has another linked account. 

Linking accounts allows the user to manage the password for all linked accounts by using 
only the account details of the primary user.
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Multiple Account Password Changes

With a linked account you can reset passwords for any one of your accounts.

Multiple Password Resets

With linked accounts you can also perform password resets for one or all accounts only 
having authenticated with the primary user.

Multiple Account Unlocks

With linked accounts Access Manager will attempt to unlock all accounts at the same time. 
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Configuring Admin Account Linking
If you do not want to allow end users to link their own account then the admin can perform 
the link instead by following the steps below. 

Disable self service linking

Select the primary connector from the Directories page and disable the self service 
account linking checkbox. 

Link the Primary Account

Select the user's primary account to link too from the Identities page. 

Select the secondary connector to link to and press the Link button

Find the Secondary Account

From the popup that appears enter the username to link.

The account is now linked and the end user can manage passwords for both accounts.
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End User Contact Details
The redesigned Contact Details page allows the user to set multiple email address and 
contact numbers to be used for different purposes.

After adding an email address or phone number it is shown in the list, next to each entry is 
a dropdown list with four options: None, Account Only, OTP Only, All Notifications

These options will determine the type of messages that are sent to each address or 
number, for example you have 2 email addresses set, one is for All notifications, the other 
is for OTP messages only

Any message that Nervepoint sends which is not an OTP message will be an Account 
Notification of some kind, the most common of these would be messages regarding the 
Account status and the amount of time until the account password expires.
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Themes
Nervepoint Access Manager 1.2 adds some new features to the appearance options that 
allow you to customise the look and feel the user interface. One of these features is the 
ability to create and upload your own themes to change the appearance of the Nervepoint 
user interface.

The Themes section provides links to JQuery ThemeRoller. Using ThemeRoller it is 
possible to create themes that can be imported to Nervepoint Access Manager.

Once a theme has been imported it can be set as the default for its type through the 
Theme table (either Site or Mobile) and can be selected from the theme changer in the 
page footer.
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When a theme is uploaded or set as the new default you only need to change or refresh 
the page in order for the new theme to take effect.
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